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Abstract 
The paper presents a complete study of V ALUE ANAL YSIS applied concretely to a selected 
piece of equipment. The phases and ITERATIVE operation of the Value Analysis method are 
presented. Value Analysis combines both ENGINEERING ,and ECONOMICS without, however, 
placing neither ENGINEERING or ECONOMICS first. They both are similarly important, as can be 
concluded by the end of this paper. Value Analysis (VA) is a method that provides an operating 
technique using a creative and organized approach. 
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1. Value analysis applied to the design of a mixer for moulding and core sand
preparation
Value Analysis (V A) is a method that provides an operating technique using a crative and
organized approach. 
It is managed by a group, each of them selected by their expertise in specific subjects and 
coordinated by a Value Analysis expert. 
The V A group activity is managed in seven stages: 
- information and functional analysis,
- creativeness,
- evaluation and selection of the proposals,
- the creative phase,
- development of the selected proposals,
- presentation ofthe selected proposals, set in order by priority,
- implementation phase.
An example of Value Analysis is presented, applied to the redesign of a mixer for moulding
sand preparation. 
Next the establishing mode of the optimum constructive solution is presented from the 
technical and economic viewpoint for a part (Bearing) participating in a function (E - Supports the
assembly) of over-dimensioned cost. 
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